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What is the ISI?
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History

• Founded by Eugene Garfield to
enable ‘search and discovery’
• The source of the Science
Citation Index
• Original research on the use of
publication data for research
policy and management
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Current role

The ‘university’ of the
Web of Science Group

Teaching, administration
and research
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Recent activity

•
•
•
•
•
•

REF impact case studies, data for 2021
Profiles not metrics – responsible research management
Hyper-authorship and its consequences
Exceptional citation rates
The diversity of research
Journals
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Today’s thesis
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Global and open
A connected,
collaborative, open
research ecology that
invokes a shift from
ownership to use

And brings serious new
challenges

The people in this room are members of key species that
inhabit a research ecosystem
We have
– Producers
– Consumers
– Competitors
– Symbionts
– Predators
and, sadly, but fortunately not in this room
– Parasites
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The ecosystem is
assaulted by a changing
research climate.
In the dynamic changes
imposed on the system
we must interact to
cooperate and either
adapt, evolve or become
extinct.
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•

Global and open
A connected, collaborative,
open research ecology that
invokes a shift from
ownership to use
Researchers drive networking
and collaboration; evolving
social values drive open
research

‘Research impact’ policy
predicated on the likelihood
of securing a definable and
adequate local return
Exciting but not free of
associated challenges

The number of workers classified as researchers is rising globally,
particularly in emerging economies
–

•

Communications technology enables researchers to collaborate
continuously
–

•

More people producing and consuming knowledge

Ownership of IP no longer readily constrained to institutions or countries

The number of journal articles published each year continues to grow and
their accessibility is improving
–

Increasingly difficult to search and absorb changing knowledge in any
field

•

Shift from excellence (research quality) to impact (research utility) in the
language of research policy and assessment

•

‘Open research’ has led to open access publishing, open data mandates
from funders and is pushing at open pre-publication of research proposals
–

Ownership of knowledge is diffuse, editorial management is disturbed
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The world has changed …
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… from this …
England cricket team
fitness session
P&O Stratheden, en
route to Australia
Fred Trueman
messed separately as
a ‘player’ not a
gentleman

… to this
ICMAT2019
Several thousand
materials science
conference delegates
flew into Singapore's
international airport
Not one but TWO
Nobelists at the
opening session
All held at a stunning
hotel
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Volume
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PhD Awards

People

Researcher FTEs

40000
35000

From a sparse resource in
the 1970s, PhD availability
expanded

The number of permanent
UK positions in universities
remained constant
through 1992-2014

Numbers of people

The trajectory in these
data continued and
created pressure for more
researcher posts

30000

Note also that the number
of bodies receiving research
funds expanded with the
FHE Act in 1992

25000
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Source: HESA 2009

Source: SERC 1992
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Report to Universities, UK: The Future of Research
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National output

The US was the dominant
research producer post1945, often in partnership
with G7 nations
The growth of the BRICs
was a rebalancing of this
axis in the 2000s
China’s continuing rise is a
global disruptor

Annual articles and reviews on Web of Science

The headline output for all
countries is rising

China

500,000

US

EU-28

400,000

300,000
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Global baseline

1981 = 500,000 papers in
6,800 journals
2019 = 2.5 million papers
in 21,300 journals
In 2019, around 145,000
researchers from, on
average, 139 countries
used the Web of Science
each day

Pratt Index for global paper count by WoS category

Web of Science indexing
has increased

Count analysis
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-
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Count of articles and reviews indexed in Web of Science

Global output

% year avge

Rising co-authorship

US total output continues
to rise but this is driven by
increased international
collaboration
In W Europe, about twothirds of ‘national’ papers
have an international coauthor
For leading universities the
collaboration share is
higher

Annual number of papers indexed in Web of Science

Internationalism

US co-authorship with
other countries

400,000

US-China co-authorship
US total output
300,000

US-EU co-authorship

200,000

US domestic output

100,000

-
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Acceleration
The accelerating pace of
research

•

1953 - Rosalind Franklin’s micrographs, shared in conversations and letters
between London and Cambridge, enable Jim Watson and Francis Crick to deduce
the double helix structure of DNA (Watson and Crick, 1953: 2 pages!)

•

mid-1980s - DNA was being bulked for analysis in automated PCR machines

•

1990-2003 - Human Genome Project with ambition to sequence one complete
human genome

•

2000 - preliminary results

•

2007 - Thousand Genomes project started

•

2015 – over 2,500 genomes sequenced via massive collaboration across
laboratories and agencies and a huge comparative data analysis

•

Opportunities through data resources for health and disease studies and for
anthropology, archaeology and sociology

>
>>
>>>
>>>>
>>>>>

More diverse cross-links

Berlin, September 2019
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Scrutiny
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Assessment

• 1960s ‘white heat of the technological revolution’

• 1980s oil crisis
Research assessment
started in the UK to
manage limited funds

• 1983 new managerialism and accountability
• 1986 UK research selectivity

• 1992 recognisable Research Assessment Exercise
It had a profound effect
on universities

• 1996, 2001, 2008 cycles
• Evolving ‘strategic management ‘ of HE research

The model has spread
globally

• 2014 – the REF and the shift to impact
• Australia – ERA
• New Zealand – PBRF

• European systems
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What is evidence
of excellence?

Other forms of
output

HUMANITIES
AND ARTS

Systems under
assessment change their
behaviour
Researchers in
Engineering and Social
sciences (NOT
humanities) shifted to a
science paradigm
deploying journal articles
as evidence
Why did peer perceptions
of ‘evidence of
excellence’ change?

SOCIAL
SCIENCES

Books and chapters

ENGINEERING
Conference proceedings

SCIENCE

Journal articles

1992

1996

2001

2008

2014
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What is evidence
of excellence?
Systems under
assessment change their
behaviour
In the early RAE cycles,
there was a ‘recency’ bias

This gradually
disappeared from science
and engineering,
uniformly across UOAs
and HEIs
Why did peer perceptions
of ‘evidence of
excellence’ change?
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Assessment
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1.1
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For UK researchers and
other nations the key
information that became
available in the 1990s was
citation data

1.3

1981

The UK model of research
assessment spread
globally because it was
seen as effective

45

International collaboration (% total output)

Average UK citation
impact changed from
decline to rise

Category Normalized Citation Impact
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Rankings
Comparisons went global
Rankings are driven by
information on research
outputs and their
citations
This influenced university
management AND
strategic priorities
Rankings criteria became
objectives instead of
indicators
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Impact

•

Research in the 1990s increasingly involved ‘users’ in direct dialogue with
‘producers’

The impact agenda is
valid (and was long in
play)

•

The shift in research culture from academic excellence towards user
engagement forecast in Mode 1/Mode 2 (Gibbons, Nowotny, Scott, Trow –
1994)

But it needs to be
nuanced to many
contexts

•

Socio-economic impact captures research value for a wider constituency
but value assertions are open to challenge without clear evidence

•

Validation of impact needs to be more effective and the process has to be
scrutinised and adopted by disciplines if it is to be adapted to their cultures

•

Impact assessment has merit but impact anticipation (the emphasis from
might to should) is antagonistic to the nature of research

•

It is a part of making publicly funded research accountable and accessible
by being OPEN

It must be a goal not a
demand
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Open
What else happens when
research publications are
funded to be open?
The onus of identifying
quality is with research
managers, editors and
reviewers, not with
consumers

Plan S is one (rather brutal) manifestation of a wider cultural shift to open
research: publicly funded research should be publicly accessible

But the shift from consumer to producer judgment of publication value will
have pervasive and opaque effects
Whose values and what criteria?
We see that the current system is complex internationally, overloaded with
volume, accelerated in production, and driven by real competition between
researchers and spurious competition between university managers
We note that the cultural stability and reference points of the ‘old axis’ can
evidently be modified by exposure to data

Contemporary, global judgment of worth is compromised
How do the gatekeepers exercise their role?
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Open
o An intensely competitive system with perverse incentives
What else happens when
research publications are
funded to be open?
The onus of identifying
quality is with research
managers, editors and
reviewers, not with
consumers

o Too much research activity is of poor quality in itself
o Too many papers
o Too little time for review by competent researchers
o Too much accepted for publication
o Too few penalties for publishing rubbish
o Too many meaningless citations
o Too little identification of true quality
o Too many incentives drive corrupt behaviour
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Research climate
threats
We need to recognise
and accept that there
is a problem
We need to
collaborate in finding
a solution

The ecosystem is under threat from invasion by poor quality
(and worse)
Key actors are complicit in this, including institutions and
some countries; many more are compromised, including
editors and publishers

Many stakeholders are responsible for upholding research
integrity, there is no single group that will fix the problem,
there are no knowledge police
Without an adequate defence, the system of research
publication that has maintained a validated knowledge
corpus so effectively over 350 years will disintegrate

Or we go extinct
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